### Sticks – NO STICKS GUARANTEED
- Reno Slapshot full or ½ size
- Reno World Champion ½ size
- Reno International – International slim
- Reno World Champion
- Reno Special
- Reno World Champion ‘Barca’ or ‘Barca Slim’
- Reno ‘Pedro Gil’ special
- Reno ‘Marc Torna’ or ‘Torna’ slim new
- Reno Drogo Professional standard or slim new
- Colombo Junior new
- Slapshot ‘black strike’
- Slapshot ‘tex’
- Slapshot ‘ridged’
- Azemad Black Junior
- Azemad AZ100 Special
- Azemad AZ100 Strong
- Azemad Special or Strong standard hook
- Azemad Flash ‘Ferran Font’ new
- Azemad RV86 ‘Reinaldo Ventura’ new
- Azemad ‘Jordi Bargallo’ new
- Azemad Brave new
- Crojet Carbon
- Replic black special new
- Slapshot tape XL 50 metres black or white new
- Slapshot tape 25 metres blue, pink, orange, green, yellow

### Goalkeeper Sticks
- Reno World Champion stick or keepers short
- Reno composite fibre ‘Goalie’ stick
- Colombo composite fibre stick
- Azemad GT10 new
- Azemad GT10 XL new
- Crojet carbon stick

### Kit/Stick Bags
- Reno players wheeled bag
- Reno T80 players wheeled bag
- Reno T80 players wheeled bag
- Reno embroidered 2 stick bag
- Meneghini large 3 compartment players wheeled bag
- Meneghini 2 stick bag red or black or blue
- Meneghini 12 stick bag black
- Azemad 3 stick bag – yellow or pink fluorescent new

### Gloves
| Gloves | | |
|---------|------------------|
| Reno Master Tex – senior/junior/youth | £57.00 |
| Slapshot ‘Black’ – sizes XL/L/M/S | £49.00 |
| Slapshot ‘Tecco’ – sizes XL/L/M | £33.00 |
| Slapshot ‘Impact’ – glove & knee pads set | £55.00 |
| Meneghini ‘Spider’ gloves & knee pad set – size XXS | £29.00 |
| Meneghini compression sleeve with elbow pad | £15.00 |

### Shin Guards
| Shin Guards | | |
|-------------|------------------|
| Reno Slim Blue – minor size | £32.00 |
| Reno Slim Blue – junior/youth/intermediate | £35.00 |
| Reno Carbon – minor size | £53.00 |
| Reno Carbon – senior/junior/youth/inter | £33.00 |
| EVO Black – XL, L or Small | £33.00 |
| R/S Shield – all sizes new | £33.00 |
| Rollknee ‘Pro one’ junior or senior | £36.00 |
| Meneghini Spider White fibre – all sizes | £88.00 |
| Meneghini Black Carbon – senior & junior | £115.00 |

### Goalkeeper equipment
| Goalkeeper equipment | | |
|----------------------|------------------|
| Slapshot ‘Black’ chest pad with neck & collar guard | £155.00 |
| Slapshot ‘Blaze’ neck & collar guard – all sizes | £225.00 |
| Meneghini ‘Black’ gloves & leg guard set new | £275.00 |
| Meneghini high/knee/shin protectors – medium | £125.00 |
| Meneghini inner gloves – all sizes | £25.00 |
| Meneghini neck protector dark blue – large or small new | £18.00 |
| TVD forearm pad – black junior or senior | £11.00 |
| Reno – TVD – Roller One leg guard straps | £3.50 |
### Boots
- **Reno complete skate black**/yellow UK 12 to size 7.5: £195.00
- **Reno complete skate navy/orange UK12 to size 7.5**: £195.00
- **Reno Professional black/red - blue/white**: £125.00
- **Reno Millennium P3 all colours**: £185.00
- **Reno Oddity – black/red – white/blue or all black**: £198.00
- **Reno Microtech – red, blue or orange new**: £205.00
- **Reno Beecomb – black new**: £198.00
- **Reno Wave – red/black or blue/black new**: £215.00
- **Reno boot custom colour add £20.00, name add £20.00**: £210.00
- **Meneghini Dynamic – blue or red**: £98.00
- **Meneghini Arrow – blue/white or red/white new**: £115.00
- **Meneghini Leggero – black, white, red or blue**: £180.00
- **Copaline Air Flow Carbon**: £285.00

**Plates**
- **Reno ProLite black to size 15**: £76.00
- **Reno R2 alloy – sizes 15 to 18 new TVD Hockey**: £125.00
- **Boiani Star RK**: £89.00
- **Boiani Fly new**: £145.00
- **Roll Line Variant M**: £165.00
- **Roll Line Blaster black**: £137.00
- **Roll Line Mistral**: £144.00
- **Skate trucks & suspension cushion rubbers various call for prices **
  - **Special order**

#### Call Steve on 01582 603994
To place an order or check stock availability

### Wheels
- **Belair Blazer hockey – white or pink**: £55.00
- **Roller One Quick 90A – 92A**: £63.00
- **Roller One Faster Sky Blue 92A**: £63.00
- **Reno Vertical 9 spoke 88A – 92A - 94A**: £88.00
- **Roll Line F1 – blue/silver 92A new**: £82.00
- **Roll Line Fairy 92A – green**: £82.00
- **Roll Line Helium outdoor/indoor**: £49.00
- **Roll Line Rapid 92A green - 94A white**: £84.00
- **Roll Line Forester Ultra Light 90A - gold finish**: £88.00
- **Roll Line Formula 88A - chrome finish**: £88.00
- **Roll Line Ice 92A – 95A**: £71.00
- **Meneghini 51mm medium keepers wheels**: £45.00
- **Meneghini M Sport 62x30 – 90A-92A-94A new**: £87.00
- **Azemad Dual 88A, Drive 92A, Tunnel 94A new**: £85.00
- **Komplex Angel artistic free HD40 57mm**: £48.00

#### Skates sundries
- **Toe stops Skater Classic white polyurethane**: £19.00
- **Toe stops Reno, Boiani or TVD**: £19.00
- **Toe stops Roll Line Pro hockey or artistic/derby, all colours**: £19.00
- **Toe stops Meneghini Dual compound artistic**: £17.00
- **Toe stops Roll Line artistic Imperial US, all colours**: £19.00
- **Toe stops Jet polyurethane long lasting hockey new**: £22.00
- **Toe stops Reno or DAC extra long lasting**: £25.00

**Bearings**
- **ABEC 5 closed 8mm**: £20.00
- **Bearings precision open with dust covers 7mm**: £20.00
- **Bearings precision full shield 7mm**: £20.00
- **Bearings ABEC3 half case 7mm**: £22.00
- **Bearings ABEC3 half case 7mm**: £22.00
- **Komplex bearings Black Carbon J 7mm**: £35.00
- **Komplex 6 ball ABEC9 bearings 7mm new**: £45.00
- **Roll Line Carbon J ABEC5 bearings 7mm**: £37.00
- **Roll Line Speed Race ABEC9 bearings 7mm**: £45.00
- **Roll Line Speed Max ABEC9 mini bearings 7mm**: £49.00
- **Roll Skater best ceramic ABEC9 bearings 7mm new**: £85.00
- **Roll Line BAT bearing oil**: £8.00
- **Roll Line StarClear bearing wash**: £24.00
- **Roll line 7mm bearing press/extractor**: £53.00
- **Fixing kit Roll Line – Boiani – TVD – Skater**: £5.00
- **Wheel nuts or spacers, 7mm, 8mm 7 x 9mm each**: £32.00
- **Crystal artistic locking wheel nuts, set of 8 prices from**: £4.00
- **Laces 3m Reno - Meneghini or Roller One**: £4.50
- **Roll Skater dual colour 3m laces**: £4.50
- **Boot inner soles Meneghini – Roller one**: £6.00
- **Reno polosh for boots various colours**: £3.00

### Balls
- **Roll Skater 'Super match' black and coloured balls**: £9.00
- **Reno 'FIRS 155g match' blue**: £10.00
- **Reno 113g junior orange balls**: £8.50

### Clothing
- **Reno box slip all sizes**: £12.00
- **Reno Boxes all sizes**: £12.00
- **Reno box cup senior or junior**: £3.00
- **Roller One socks special price in red or yellow**: £7.00
- **Roll Skater or TVD socks various colours & sizes**: £8.00
- **Reno socks various colours & sizes**: £4.50
- **Arquer captains armband – all colours**

### Training Equipment
- **Meneghini training bibs 1 size pack of 4 - orange or green new**: £26.00
- **Slapshot re-useable tactics sheet**: £1.00
- **Reno tactics magnetic board**: £17.00
- **Goal nets - Italian set of two complete with drop net**: £150.00

### Gifts
- **Reno towel extra large shower size – black/yellow**: £15.00
- **Reno towel rink size pink/green**: £9.00
- **Hockey DVD - one match**: £5.00

### New convenient internet payment facility for Slapshot customers

[PayPal Image]